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MATERIALS COST EVALUATION REPORT FOR
HIGH-POWER LI-ION HEV BATTERIES
Gary Henriksen, Khalil Amine, Jun Liu,
and Paul Nelson
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is the lead federal agency in the partnership
between the U.S. automobile industry and the federal government to develop fuel cell electric
vehicles (FCEVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) as part of the FreedomCAR Partnership.
DOE’s FreedomCAR and Vehicle Technologies Office sponsors the Advanced Technology
Development (ATD) Program—involving 5 of its national laboratories--to assist the industrial
developers of high-power lithium-ion batteries to overcome the barriers of cost, calendar life,
and abuse tolerance so that this technology can be rendered practical for use in HEV and FCEV
applications under the FreedomCAR Partnership. In the area of cost reduction, Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL) is working to identify and develop advanced anode, cathode, and
electrolyte components that can significantly reduce the cost of the cell chemistry, while
simultaneously extending the calendar life and enhancing the inherent safety of this
electrochemical system. The material cost savings are quantified and tracked via the use of a cell
and battery design model that establishes the quantity of each material needed in the production
of batteries that are designed to meet the requirements of a minimum-power-assist HEV battery
or a maximum-power-assist HEV battery for the FreedomCAR Partnership. Similar models will
be developed for FEV batteries when the requirements for those batteries are finalized. In order
to quantify the material costs relative to the FreedomCAR battery cost goals, ANL uses (1)
laboratory cell performance data, (2) its battery design model and (3) battery manufacturing
process yields to create battery-level material cost models. Using these models and industrysupplied material cost information, ANL assigns battery-level material costs for different cell
chemistries. These costs can then be compared with the battery cost goals to determine the
probability of meeting the goals with these cell chemistries.
The most recent FreedomCAR cost goals for the 25-kW minimum-power-assist and
40-kW maximum-power-assist HEV batteries are $500 and $800, respectively. In FY 2001,
ANL developed a high-power ATD Gen 2 cell chemistry that was incorporated into high-power
18650 cells for use in extensive accelerated aging and thermal abuse characterization studies
under the ATD Program. Our Gen 2 cell chemistry serves as a baseline chemistry for this
materials cost study. It incorporates a LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 cathode, a synthetic graphite anode,
and a LiPF6 in EC:EMC electrolyte. Based on volume production cost estimates for these
materials as well as the binders/solvents, cathode conductive additives, separator, and current
collectors, the total cell winding material costs for a 25-kW minimum power assist HEV battery
is estimated to be $399 (based on a 48-cell battery design, each cell having a capacity of
15.4 Ah). The goal is to reduce the cell winding material costs of the minimum-power-assist
battery to less than half of the battery cost goal (i.e., <$250) in order to allow >$250 for the
remaining costs and profit.
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The cathode material cost is a significant portion (25%) of the total material cost for the
Gen 2 cell chemistry. Emphasis was placed on the identification and development of stable
cathode materials that employ less Ni and Co, as a means of reducing the cost of the cathode
active material. In addition to evaluating a variety of industry-supplied materials, we
synthesized lab-scale materials of this type. We then worked with industrial suppliers to scale up
the most promising of these materials and to conduct production cost analyses on these materials.
For the anode, we focused on low-cost natural graphites. We worked with graphite
manufacturers to achieve the particle size and morphology that would allow us to achieve the
desired electrode coating thicknesses with better abuse tolerance characteristics than those
exhibited by our Gen 2 anode material.
In the area of electrolytes, we worked with the Army Research Laboratory (ARL) on the
development of lower-cost electrolytes, some of which employ lower-cost salts. Also, we
developed and continue to develop new electrolyte additives that protect natural graphites from
exfoliation in low-cost PC-based electrolytes. Some of these additives provide additional
benefits such as a more thermally stable SEI layer, reduced gas generation during both the cell
formation process and normal operation, and/or some level of overcharge protection.
Over the last year, the FreedomCAR Electrochemical Energy Storage Technical Team
awarded several contracts to industrial firms to develop lower-cost separator materials. We will
request samples of these materials for evaluation and comparison with commercially available
SOA materials. Also, ANL is currently evaluating a new class of commercially available lowercost separator materials.
Combining the results of our materials screening work (to be published in a separate
report) with those of this material cost study, we can recommend materials for two high-power,
low-cost cell chemistries. Our cell chemistry recommendations and battery-level material costs
are listed in Table ES-1.
Table ES-1. Recommended Materials for High-Power, Low-Cost Cell Chemistries

Cathode
Anode
Electrolyte
Cell capacity
Material cost

Advanced Cell Chemistry A
LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2
Carbon-coated natural graphite
LiPF6 in EC:PC:DMC
13.8 Ah
$300

Advanced Cell Chemistry B
LiMn2O4 spinel
Carbon-coated natural graphite
LiPF6 in EC:PC:DMC
8.5 Ah
$222

Advanced cell chemistry A uses a layered cathode active material that employs Mn as a
major component and is easily synthesized using low-cost processing. We obtained production
cost estimates in the range of $13-15/kg for this material, compared with >$20/kg for the
LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 type cathode materials. The LiMn2 O4 cathode material is the lowest-cost material,
at $7.40/kg. We worked with a graphite supplier to develop a carbon-coated natural graphite
with good capacity density, excellent high-rate capability, and optimal morphology and particle
2

size. Also, the carbon coating on this material protects it from exfoliation in PC-based
electrolytes. The production cost estimate for this material is $10/kg compared with $15/kg for
the synthetic graphite used in our Gen 2 cell chemistry. Finally, the PC-based electrolyte is
estimated to cost $16/L compared with the $20/L cost estimated for the electrolyte used in our
Gen 2 cell chemistry. Another minor cost savings is associated with the use of an aqueous soft
rubber binder in the anode of the two advanced cell chemistries. Also, additional cost savings
should be achievable via a change in the electrolyte salt. We are currently developing a new
solvent system for use with a low-cost non-fluorine containing salt that is more compatible with
the LiMn2O4 cathode. This salt does not react with trace amounts of water or alcohol to form HF,
thereby stabilizing the LiMn2O4 cathode against attack by the HF. Use of this new low-cost salt
could render the LiMn2O4 cathode ideal for this HEV battery application.
As can be seen from the results of this materials cost study, a cell chemistry based on the
use of a LiMn2O4 cathode material is lowest-cost and meets our battery-level material cost goal
of <$250 for a 25-kW minimum-power-assist HEV battery. A major contributing factor is the
high-rate capability of this material, which allows one to design a lower-capacity cell to meet the
battery-level power and energy requirements. This reduces the quantities of the other materials
needed to produce a 25-kW minimum-power-assist HEV battery. The same is true for the
40-kW maximum-power-assist HEV battery. Additionally, the LiMn2O4 cathode is much more
thermally and chemically stable than the LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 type cathode, which should enhance
inherent safety and extend calendar life (if the LiMn2O4 cathode can be stabilized against
dissolution via HF attack). Therefore, we recommend that the FreedomCAR Partnership focus
its research and development efforts on developing this type of low-cost high-power lithium-ion
cell chemistry. Details supporting this recommendation are provided in the body of this report.
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1. INTRODUCTION
High-power lithium-ion batteries are being developed to meet the energy storage goals
established for hybrid electric vehicles under the FreedomCAR Partnership. As part of this
national program, DOE’s FreedomCAR and Vehicle Technologies Office established the
Advanced Technology Development Program to help FreedomCAR industrial developers
overcome calendar life, abuse tolerance, and cost barriers for high-power lithium-ion batteries in
HEV applications. As part of the ATD Program, Argonne National Laboratory is charged with
the identification and development of low-cost advanced materials that can simultaneously
provide adequate energy, power, life, and inherent safety for use in these high-power battery
systems. The most recent version of the FreedomCAR Partnership HEV energy storage goals
are provided in Table 1. A similar set of energy storage goals are in the process of being
finalized for fuel cell electric vehicles and the ATD program will assist the industrial developers
of lithium-ion batteries address those goals, as well.
Table 1. FreedomCAR Partnership Hybrid Electric Vehicle Energy Storage Goals
Characteristic
Discharge pulse power (10 s)
Maximum regen pulse power (10 s)
Total available energy
Round-trip efficiency
Cycle life for specified SOC
increments
Cold cranking power @ -30°C (three
2 s pulses with 10 s rests between)
Calendar life
Maximum weight
Maximum volume
Production price @ 100 k units/yr
Maximum operating voltage
Minimum operation voltage
Maximum self-discharge
Operating temperature range
Survival temperature range

Power-Assist HEV Battery
Minimum
Maximum
25 kW
40 kW
20 kW (50-Wh
35 kW (97-Wh
pulse)
pulse)
0.3 kWh
0.5 kWh
>90% (25-Wh
>88% (100-Wh
cycle)
cycle)
300,000 cycles
300,000 cycles
(25-Wh cycle)
(50-Wh cycles)
5 kW
7 kW
15 yr
40 kg
32 L
$500
<400 VDC
>0.55 Vmax VDC
50 Wh/d
-30 to +52 oC
-46 to +66 oC

15 yr
60 kg
45 L
$800
<400 VDC
>0.55 Vmax VDC
50 Wh/d
-30 to +52 oC
-46 to +66 oC

At $20/kW, the cost goals of $500 for a 25-kW battery and $800 for a 40-kW battery are
extremely challenging. If this goal is to be met, cost reduction efforts must be applied to all
elements of the battery. This project focuses on reducing the costs of materials that can be used
in manufacturing the cells for the HEV application. It involves a concerted effort to acquire and
evaluate the latest and most advanced materials that are being developed by industrial lithium-

ion cell material suppliers worldwide, as well as R&D efforts to develop and scale-up low-cost
materials that are tailored to meet the requirements of the HEV application.
In general, lithium-ion battery material suppliers are developing advanced materials for
high-energy batteries that are used in consumer electronic applications. Most of these materials
can be modified to render them more optimal for use in the high-power HEV application.
Therefore, it is reasonable to evaluate these new advanced materials for high-power applications.
Efforts to modify these materials and make them more optimal for the HEV application are also
conducted as part of the ATD Program. An evaluation report on the characteristics of these
advanced materials will be issued separately by ANL. In its dealings with international lithiumion material suppliers, ANL has established working relationships with a large number of these
material suppliers. As part of our interactions with these industrial firms, we provide them with
information on market size, through the use of our battery design model, and information on
lithium-ion battery manufacturing process yields. In this manner, ANL can establish the quantity
of each material that is needed to manufacture a 25-kW or 40-kW power-assist HEV battery.
This information has been generated and supplied to the material suppliers. Typically, ANL
solicits production cost estimates from the international material suppliers based on an
introductory market of 100,000 HEVs (and HEV batteries) per year.
One of the major material costs is associated with the positive electrode (cathode). The
industrial battery developers, supported by the FreedomCAR Partnership, have focused on the
use of LiNi1-x-yCoxMyO2 type cathode materials, where M is a low-level metal dopant. The idea
was to move from a LiCoO2 cathode, of the type used in commercial cells for consumer
electronics, to one that uses nickel to replace a large portion of the cobalt. In the end, the cost
savings are marginal, because the price of cobalt metal is currently quite low and the processing
costs associated with producing the nickelate materials are quite high relative to those associated
with producing the cobaltate materials. Therefore, ANL has developed several potentially lowercost advanced cathode materials (at the laboatory scale) and worked with industrial firms to
conduct production cost analyses, as well as to scale up some of these materials.
In order to quantify the material costs relative to FreedomCAR battery cost goals, ANL
uses (1) laboratory cell performance data, (2) its battery design model and (3) battery
manufacturing process yields to create battery-level material cost models. Using these models
and the industry-supplied material cost information, ANL can assign battery-level material costs
for different cell chemistries. These costs can then be compared with battery cost goals to
determine the probability of meeting the goals with these cell chemistries.
The remainder of this report provides a brief description of ANL’s battery cost model, its
assumptions and how it is used; industry-supplied material cost estimates for a large number of
viable advanced cell materials; a summary of advanced cathode manufacturing cost analyses that
were performed for ANL by Fuji Chemical Company; and a discussion of the status of our
efforts to identify viable low-cost cell materials. Based on the information acquired, we offer a
recommendation as to the type of cell chemistry that the FreedomCAR Partnership should pursue
in order to maximize the probability of achieving its battery cost goals, while simultaneously
achieving long life and enhanced inherent safety.
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2. BATTERY COST MODEL
A spreadsheet battery design model was developed to assist in studying design features of
the cells and their components employed in a battery that meets the FreedomCar performance
goals. One set of input information to this model is the composition and delivered capacity
density of the electrodes under study. Another set is laboratory data on cell performance,
including the area-specific impedance and voltage as a function of time and current as
determined in hybrid pulse power characterization (HPPC) tests. The model designs full-scale
flat-wound cells and calculates the weight, volume and electrical performance of all components
and of the total cell. The model also designs modules (typically containing 12 cells) and a 4module battery for the FreedomCar hybrid electric vehicle application and calculates its weight,
volume, power, available energy, and operating voltage range. We use the model to design the
batteries to have 130% of the required power at the beginning of life, to allow for this amount of
power degradation over its life. Recently, this program was expanded to estimate other costs
associated with producing the battery and to arrive at an approximate cost for the entire battery.
The effect of variations in any desired parameter can be studied. All elements of the model are
linked so that a change in one parameter, such as the thickness of the cathode coating or the
number of wraps in the cell windings, will immediately change all affected parameters, including
the operating voltage range, the dimensions of the cells, the weight of the battery, and the cost of
materials. A tabular printout of about 30 pages provides results on five different batteries with
additional charts to illustrate the effects of key variables.
In an earlier study of a 25-kW battery that employs our Gen 2 cell chemistry, the battery
design employed 48 series-connected cells, each having 9.4-Ah capacity. This cell size was
selected because HPPC data for 5-C rate discharges were available for 18650 cells with the same
electrode thicknesses, indicating that the 9.4-Ah cell would operate in an appropriate voltage
range for the HEV battery and all other operating criteria appeared to have been met. However,
more recent data indicated that these cells could not sustain the low measured area-specific
impedance at the high operating current needed for full vehicle acceleration, which requires
discharging at the very high current of ~27-C rate. In separate studies, using a similar cell
chemistry but a different cathode, we concluded that the deviations at high rates from the areaspecific impedances, measured during the HPPC tests at the 5-C rate, were probably caused by
the limited rate of solid diffusion in the particles of the positive electrode. One approach to
alleviate this situation is to increase the thickness of the electrodes, thereby providing more
particle surface area over which to distribute the current.
We employed a much more conservative approach in the present study. The thicknesses
of the electrodes were increased over those of the previous study and the maximum current
densities, which are based on the electrode area, were also slightly reduced. These changes
resulted in a maximum current on discharge of 15 C, which should be readily sustainable for 10 s
(the new discharge duration for the FreedomCar power-assist HEV batteries). The resulting cell
capacities for 48-cell batteries are 15.4 Ah for the 25-kW battery and 24.7 Ah for the 40-kW
battery. The data on materials contained in batteries, as established by the design model, are
provided in Table 2.
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Because there is some loss of material during cell fabrication, the amounts of materials
needed to fabricate the finished cells must be increased to reflect the fabrication yields. Also, the
binder solvent, which is sometimes mixed with the binder material by the battery fabricator, is
evaporated, collected, and returned to the material manufacturer. These considerations are taken
into account in Table 3, which provides the costs of the materials needed to fabricate the cell
windings of a 25-kW minimum power-assist HEV battery.
Table 2. Material Quantities Incorporated into Cell Windings of 48-Cell PowerAssist HEV Batteries That Employ the Gen 2 Cell Materials

Type of Material
Cathode
Active material (CA1505N)
SFG-6
Carbon black
PVDF binder
Anode
Active Material (MAG-10)
PVDF Binder
Aluminum foil current collector
Copper foil current collector
Separator
Electrolyte (LiPF6 in EC:EMC)

Material in Cell Windings of Power-Assist Battery
25-kW Battery
40-kW Battery
Using 15.4-Ah Cells
Using 24.7-Ah Cells
4.656 kg
0.222 kg
0.222 kg
0.443 kg

7.476 kg
0.356 kg
0.356 kg
0.712 kg

3.008 kg
0.279 kg
20.69 m2
22.33 m2
45.97 m2
2.57 L

4.783 kg
0.444 kg
33.84 m2
36.17 m2
74.02 m2
4.11 L

In addition to the costs for the cell winding materials shown in Table 3, the following
costs must be added to arrive at a selling price for these batteries: balance of the cell materials
(container and terminal assemblies), processing and assembly, module materials and assembly,
state-of-charge control and cooling systems, insulated battery enclosure, overhead, and profit. It
is not the purpose of this study to estimate those additional costs, but it is apparent that the cost
of materials for the windings must be lowered substantially if the overall cost target of $500 is to
be met for the 25-kW minimum power-assist HEV battery.
A similar cost analysis for the 40-kW maximum power-assist HEV battery resulted in a
cost of $641 for the cell winding materials needed to fabricate the 48 cells for this battery (see
Appendix A for more detail). Here again, it is apparent that the material costs for the windings
must be lowered substantially if the overall cost target of $800 is to be met for the 40-kW
maximum power-assist HEV battery. The cost breakdown is shown in Figure 1, as a percent of
the total cost of winding materials in a 25-kW battery. The material cost breakdown for the 40kW battery is very nearly the same.
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Table 3. Cost of Materials Used to Make Cell Windings for a 48-Cell 25-kW MinimumPower-Assist HEV Battery That Employs the Gen 2 Cell Materials

Type of Material
Cathode
Active material (CA1505N)
SFG-6 graphite
Carbon black
PVDF binder
NMP binder solvent
Anode
Active material (MAG-10)
PVDF binder
NMP binder solvent
Aluminum foil collector
Copper foil collector
Separator
Electrolyte (LiPF6 in EC:EMC)
Total material cost

Finished
Amount

Yield,
%
97

4.656 kg
0.222 kg
0.222 kg
0.443 kg
0.000 kg

Processed
Materials

Unit
Cost, $

Cost per
Battery,
$

4.800 kg
0.229 kg
0.229kg
0.457 kg
3.352 kg

20.52/kg
15.00/kg
6.82/kg
10.00/kg
3.18/kg

98.49
3.44
1.56
4.57
10.66

3.234 kg
0.300 kg
2.203 kg
20.90 m2
22.55 m2
46.44 m2
3.137 L

15.00/kg
10.00/kg
3.18/kg
1.00/m2
2.00/m2
2.00/m2
20.00/L

48.51
3.00
7.01
20.90
45.10
92.87
62.73
398.84

93
3.008 kg
0.279 kg
0.000 kg
20.69 m2
22.33 m2
45.97 m2
2.570 L

99
99
99
82

Materials Cost Breakdown
Gen 2, 15.4-Ah Cell
$8.31 per Cell
16%

25%

Positive Active Material (25% )
Positive Carbon and Binder 5% )
Negative Active Material (12% )

5%

23%

Negative Binder (3%)
Positive Current Collector (5% )

12%
11%

5% 3%

Negative Current Collector (11% )
Separator (23%)
Electrolyte (16% )

Figure 1. Breakdown of Material Costs in Cell Windings of 15.4-Ah MinimumPower-Assist HEV Cell that Employs the Gen 2 Cell Chemistry
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Figure 1 shows that four materials—the positive and negative active materials, the
separator and the electrolyte—account for 76% of the cost. The FreedomCar Partnership has
established new industrial efforts to develop lower-cost separators. ANL is hoping to acquire
samples of these advanced separator materials for evaluation. ANL’s R&D efforts to reduce
material costs are being focused on the positive electrode and the electrolyte as described in the
following sections. However, efforts to reduce other material costs are being pursued as well.
3. CATHODE MATERIALS
In the area of advanced cathode materials, we are focusing on materials that have low
cobalt and low nickel content to bring down costs. Using battery-level processed material
quantities of the type listed in Table 3, ANL provided the international suppliers of advanced
cathode materials with “ball park” quantities of their materials needed to produce 100,000
minimum-power-assist HEV batteries per year (as an introductory market). In the case of the
positive active material, this amounts to 291,400 kg/yr of lithiated metal oxide material, based on
the use of a 9.4-Ah cell. Based on the use of a 15.4-Ah cell, this quantity increases to
480,000 kg/yr. Table 4 summarizes the cost information that was obtained for several types of
advanced cathode materials. It should be noted that suppliers of advanced cathode materials
informed us (during a February 2002 trip to visit numerous material suppliers in Japan) that the
lithiated nickel oxide materials of the type shown for Fuji would be comparable in cost to
LiCoO2, due to the current low cost of cobalt metal (at $7-8/kg) and the more expensive
processing associated with the lithiated nickel oxide materials.
Table 4. Summary of Industrial Material Supplier Cost Estimates
for Advanced Cathode Materials
Industrial Supplier
Cathode Material
Cost Estimate, $/kg
Fuji Chemical
LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2
20.50-22.50
Japanese company
LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2
15.00
a
LiNixMn1-xO2
13.00
OMG America
b
Tosoh
Li1+xMn2-xO4 (spinel)
7.40
a
OMG has been collaborating in the scale-up of ANL’s advanced cathode materials
and this is one of the materials they scaled up for ANL.
b
This material is partially stabilized to reduce the dissolution of Mn+2.
In order to more thoroughly evaluate methods for reducing the cost of the positive active
material, ANL contracted with Fuji Chemical Industry Company, Ltd., to conduct manufacturing
cost analyses on several types of advanced cathode materials that ANL had successfully
synthesized on the laboratory scale. Fuji is somewhat unique in that it employs a spray drying
process to produce its standard LiNi0.8C00.15Al0.05O2 type cathode materials. The company's
materials possess a high degree of chemical homogeneity and spherical particle morphology—
two important characteristics for quality cathode materials. For these and other reasons, ANL
selected Fuji’s LiNi0.8C00.15Al0.05O2 cathode material for use in the ATD Gen 2 cell chemistry.
In its cost analyses, Fuji conducted comparative studies using its spray drying process and the
more conventional solid state process. Additionally, ANL requested that Fuji establish a cost
9

floor for each material by using low-cost precursors as an alternative in the solid state process.
Fuji made the following assumptions in conducting its analyses:
•
•
•
•

Annual production of 1,000 metric ton/yr
Capital equipment depreciated using 7-year straight-line method
Currency exchange rate of $1.00 = 135 yen
Selling price calculated using 5% profit

The results of the cost analyses are shown in Table 5. Fuji’s complete cost analysis report is
included here as Appendix B.
Table 5. Results of Fuji’s Production Cost Analyses on ANL’s Low-Cost
Advanced Cathode Materials

Cathode Material
LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2
LiNi0.92Ti0.05Al0.03O2
LiNi0.45Mn0.5Al0.05O2

Spray Dry
CA-5 = 22.45
CA1505N = 20.52
19.17
17.62

Selling Price, $/kg
Solid State Process,
Solid State Process,
a
Standard Precursor
Low-Cost Precursor

22.05
13.41
b
11.96
20.05
c
17.91
b
LiNi0.2Mn0.8O2
16.23
19.29
11.06
c
15.41
a
These precursor materials were examined to establish a cost floor, with the understanding that
the resultant product would not necessarily perform well.
b,c
These two prices reflect two variations on the solid state process when the standard grade of
precursor materials is used.
Based on the information presented in Tables 4 and 5, it appears possible to develop cell
chemistries that are lower in cost than our Gen 2 cell chemistry by moving to one of these
advanced cathode materials. ANL is currently evaluating the electrochemical performance,
accelerated aging, and thermal stability characteristics of these advanced cathode materials to
determine the most optimal advanced cathode material for this long-life high-power HEV
application. The $7.40/kg cost for the LiMn2O4 spinel cathode material (Table 4) is lower than
all the other materials, even when low-cost precursors are used for the other materials. Therefore,
this material would be particularly attractive if a stable cell chemistry could be developed with it.
The other components of the composite positive electrode are relatively insignificant from a cost
perspective, but ANL continues to evaluate lower-cost conductive carbons and graphite materials,
as well as lower-cost binders. There is a concentrated effort to develop better binders that
provide equivalent or better binding properties when used at lower levels than the PVDF binders
of the type used in our Gen 2 cathode. We continue to evaluate these binders and will use the
costs associated with the best binders as input to our materials cost model.
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4. ANODE MATERIALS
In the area of advanced graphite anode materials, ANL is focusing on natural graphite
materials with the appropriate particle size distribution and particle morphology. Again, using
the battery-level material quantities listed in Table 2, ANL provided the international suppliers of
advanced anode materials with “ball park” quantities of their materials needed to produce
100,000 minimum-power-assist HEV batteries per year (as an introductory market). In the case
of the negative active material, this amounts to 196,300 kg/yr (based on a 9.4-Ah cell). Based on
the use of a 15.4-Ah cell, this quantity increases to 323,400 kg/yr. Table 6 summarizes the cost
information that was obtained for a variety of graphite anode materials. Hitachi makes a lowcost synthetic graphite (MAG), while the remaining materials are different forms of natural
graphite. For reference, the industry standard MCMB synthetic graphite sells for ~$40/kg. ANL
used the MAG synthetic graphite in its Gen 2 high-power cells, because it offered significant
cost savings relative to the MCMB graphite, which was used in our Gen 1 high-power cell
chemistry.
Table 6. Summary of Industrial Material Supplier Cost Estimates
for Advanced Anode Materials
Industrial Supplier
Hitachi
Mitsui Mining
Superior Graphite
Diabeck
Timical
SLC

Anode Material
Synthetic graphite (MAG)
Carbon-coated natural graphite (GDR)
Natural graphite (SLC)
Natural graphite (DJG)
Natural graphite (E-SLP)
Natural graphite (SLC)

Cost Estimate, $/kg
15.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
5.00

All of the natural graphite materials possess the desirable round-edge particle
morphology and are capable of operating at high rates. Additionally, they exhibit acceptable
capacity densities. The Mitsui Mining GDR material is unique in that it incorporates a soft
carbon coating at the particle level. The carbon coating appears to protect the bulk natural
graphite particles from exfoliation when used with electrolytes that contain PC as a major
component of the electrolyte solvent system. So, this material offers the opportunity to use PCbased solvent systems, which also offers a cost reduction advantage. Superior Graphite indicates
that it is developing a similar carbon-coated natural graphite material for evaluation by ANL.
Based on ANL’s evaluation of these natural graphite materials and the cost information
presented in Table 6, it is apparent that there are opportunities to reduce the cost of the active
material in the anode of high-power lithium-ion cells. As mentioned in Section 3, there is a
concentrated effort to develop better binders that provide equivalent or better binding properties
when used at lower levels than the PVDF binder of the type used in our Gen 2 anode. ANL
continues to evaluate these binders and will use the costs associated with the best binders as
input to our materials cost model. However, the use of lower-cost binders in the anode will have
a minimal impact on the cell material costs since the binder is only a minor contributor. Of some
note, however, is the fact that these non-fluorinated soft rubber binders appear to have a positive
impact on the inherent safety of the cell chemistry.
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5. ELECTROLYTES
In the area of low-cost electrolyte systems, ANL has been working with the Army
Research Laboratory (ARL) and, more recently, with Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) to develop more-optimal electrolyte solvent systems
(systems that employ PC as a significant component) and to evaluate low-cost alternative
electrolyte salts (alternatives to LiPF6).
Table 7 lists the costs of some salts and solvents available for use in making electrolytes
for lithium-ion batteries. ANL has evaluated the LiBOB and LiFAP salts as alternatives to LiPF6
and they both offer promise, although they have lower conductivities than LiPF6 when used in
conventional electrolyte solvents. Due to its lower cost, efforts to develop a more optimal
solvent system for the LiBOB are being pursued with ARL and INEEL.
Table 7. Cost of Electrolyte Components for Li-Ion Batteries
Cost, $/kg
Battery Grade
Industrial Grade

Electrolyte Component
Salts
LiPF6
LiBOB (Chemetal)
LiFAP (Merck)
Solvents
PC
EC (difficult to purify)
EMC
DMC
DEC

50
33
>50
6
10
20
10-15
12

2
2
10
6
6

As can be seen from Table 7, PC is the least expensive of the common battery-grade
organic carbonate solvents. Therefore, ANL is working with ARL and INEEL to develop PCbased solvent systems for use with both the LiPF6 and LiBOB salts. Also, the use of PC
enhances the low-temperature performance of these electrolytes. However, PC does not work
with conventional natural graphite anodes because PC intercalates into the graphite layers and
causes the graphite to exfoliate. Therefore, the natural graphite needs to be protected from PC
intercalation. The Mitsui Mining carbon-coated GDR natural graphite can be used with PCbased electrolytes. Superior Graphite claims that it is developing a similar material. Also, ANL
has developed electrolyte additives that appear to protect natural graphite from PC intercalation.
Therefore, it should be possible to develop a new low-cost cell chemistry around a PC-based
electrolyte system.
EC has been a component of all electrolyte solvent systems for Li-Ion batteries, because
it participates in the SEI layer formation process that occurs on the initial charge cycle. It is a
solid at room temperature and this creates some difficulties in terms of its purification. In the
future, it may be possible to eliminate EC from the solvent system, because some low-level
additives will function in a similar manner to form stable SEI layers.
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Electrolyte purity is a very important factor in achieving long life from Li-ion cells.
Electrolytes that incorporate even low levels of H2O and/or alcohols tend to shorten the life of
the battery because they react with the LiPF6 salt to form HF. HF is a bad actor in the cell.
Therefore, it is important to use high-purity solvents in the preparation of electrolytes for Li-ion
batteries. Post-preparation purification is recommended.
Another key factor is the use of electrolyte additives. Much effort has been applied to the
development of additives that will protect the natural graphite anode from exfoliating in PCbased electrolytes, enhance the stability of SEI layers, provide some level of overcharge
protection, enhance the inherent safety of the cell chemistry, and/or minimize gas formation
during the formation cycle and normal use. Typically, these additives are used at very low
concentrations (<5 wt%), so they should not have a significant impact on the cost of the
electrolyte.
6. SEPARATORS
Worldwide, there are only a few industrial suppliers of porous separator material for use
in lithium-ion batteries and their prices are fairly comparable ($2.00-3.00/m2). Therefore, in
2002 the FreedomCAR Energy Storage Technical Team decided to initiate industrial research
and development contracts to develop low-cost separators. The FreedomCAR cost goal is
$1.00/m2. ANL is attempting to acquire samples of these advanced low-cost separators for
evaluation and is continuing to seek other low-cost separators. We recently acquired samples of
new separator materials from Degussa. The materials are Al2O3/SiO2 polymeric non-woven and
Al2O3/ZrO2 glass woven separator materials. They are projected to cost $1.00-1.50/m2 and are
currently being evaluated at ANL.
7. STATUS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The volume pricing information presented in this report can be used as input to ANL’s
battery design cost model, for the purpose of examining the magnitude of the material cost
savings that can be achieved relative to the Gen 2 baseline material costs. The Gen 2 cell
chemistry is described in Section 2, "Battery Cost Model." Based on the performance
characteristics of this cell chemistry, we conservatively selected a 15.4-Ah cell to provide a 30%
power margin at the beginning of life for a full-scale battery that is designed for the 25-kW
minimum-power-assist HEV application. Figure 2 shows the conceptual design of ANL’s flatwound cell and the dimensions of a 15.4-Ah high-power cell of this design.
A 25-kW minimum-power-assist HEV battery would incorporate 48 cells of this type.
Table 3 provides the quantity of each cell material that would be required to manufacture a
battery of this design. Using the volume pricing information obtained for each material, the
quantity of each material, and the processing yields, it is possible to calculate the total cost for
the cell winding materials in a 48-cell battery. Information of this type was provided in Table 3
for a 25-kW minimum power-assist battery that employs the Gen 2 cell chemistry. In the case of
our Gen 2 cell materials, the total material cost is $399. This allows only $101 for everything
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else—electrode fabrication, cell winding, cell hardware and electrolyte filling, cell sealing, cell
forming, module hardware and assembly, battery hardware and assembly (including the thermal
management subsystem), the electronic control subsystem, overhead, and profit. Therefore, it is
necessary to significantly lower the cost of the materials in order to approach the FreedomCAR
cost goal of $500 for a battery of this type.

Capacity, Ah
Dimensions, mm:
Height
Width
Thickness

Gen 2 Cell
15.4
110
98
23

Figure 2. Conceptual Design and Dimensions for 15.4-Ah Flat-Wound HighPower Cell for Use in Minimum-Power-Assist HEV Battery
Using a comparable level of conservatism in our cell and battery designs, we can
examine the battery-level material cost impact of using some of the advanced lower-cost
materials, discussed earlier in this report. For example, if we employ the cell chemistry (and
associated costs) listed in Table 8, in a similarly designed 25-kW battery comprising the same
number of slightly smaller cells (13.8 Ah cells) we save $99 ($300 vs. $399) and achieve a 25%
reduction material costs. This new cell chemistry employs a lower-cost cathode active material
($13.00/kg vs. $20.52/kg), a lower-cost anode active material ($10.00/kg vs. $15.00/kg), a lowercost PC-based electrolyte ($16.00/L vs. $20.00/L), a lower-cost anode binder ($6.00/kg vs.
$10.00/kg) and eliminates the cost associated with the anode binder solvent by switching to a
soft rubber (aqueous solvent system) binder. The cell size can be reduced slightly because of a
higher OCV vs. DOD profile associated with this cathode material. Although significant, this
type of material cost reduction is not adequate in terms of approaching the $500 FreedomCAR
cost goal for a minimum-power-assist HEV battery.
In order to achieve more significant material cost reductions, we need to develop a new
cell chemistry that offers a major increase in power characteristics so that the Ah rating and size
of cell can be significantly reduced. This would reduce the quantity of all the materials in the
cell. In the Gen 2 cell chemistry, it appears that the power of the cell is controlled by the rate
capability of the cathode material. Our electrochemical performance evaluation of the new
lower-cost cathode materials indicates that only the LiMn2O4 spinel type cathode materials
possess significantly higher rate capability than the Gen 2 cathode. Our data indicate that cells
employing this type of cathode exhibit constant ASI values at discharge rates as high as 29-C
(essentially more than double the rate capability of the Gen 2 cathode). Therefore, the Ah
capacity of the cell could be reduced to 8.5 Ah for a 25-kW battery. Through more intensive
electrode and electrolyte optimization work, it should be possible to reduce the Ah capacity even
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further, since significantly higher rate capabilities than 29-C have been reported for spinel.
Even using our conservative approach, the impact on the battery-level material costs are quite
dramatic. Table 9 provides the material quantities and costs for a 25-kW minimum power-assist
battery that is designed with 8.5-Ah high-power cells that employ the LiMn2O4 spinel cathode
material. With this type of cell chemistry, it appears plausible to reduce the battery-level
material cost to $222 or less. This leaves >$278 for electrode fabrication, cell winding, cell
hardware and electrolyte filling, cell sealing, cell forming, module hardware and assembly,
battery hardware and assembly (including the thermal management subsystem), the electronic
control subsystem, overhead, and profit.
Table 8. Material Costs for a 25-kW 48-Cell Battery (13.8-Ah cells)
That Employs Lower-Cost Anode and Cathode Materials
25-kW Minimum-Power-Assist Battery
Quantity
Unit Cost
Cost, $

Type of Material
Cathode
Active material (LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2)
SFG-6
Carbon black
PVDF binder
NMP binder solvent
Anode
Active material (GDR)
Rubber binder
Aqueous solvent
Aluminum foil current collector
Copper foil current collector
Separator
Electrolyte (LiPF6 in EC:PC:DMC)
Total material cost

3.643 kg
0.228 kg
0.228 kg
0.455 kg
3.337 kg

$13.00/kg
$15.00/kg
$6.82/kg
$10.00/kg
$3.18/kg

47.33
3.42
1.55
4.55
10.61

3.139 kg
0.292 kg
2.141 kg
20.04 m2
21.65 m2
44.64 m2
2.93 L

$10.00/kg
$6.00/kg
0.00/kg
$1.00/m2
$2.00/m2
$2.00/m2
$16.00/L

31.41
1.75
0.00
20.04
43.33
89.27
47.04
300.30

Table 10 summarizes material cost information for the three types of minimum-powerassist and maximum-power-assist batteries. In the table we compare the material costs for
batteries that employ the Gen 2 cell chemistry with batteries that would employ advanced cell
chemistries based on the use of either a LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 positive electrode or a LiMn2O4
(spinel) positive electrode. For both the minimum and maximum-power-assist HEV batteries,
the material cost savings are in excess of 24% and 44%, respectively. Details on the material
costs for 40-kW maximum power-assist batteries are provided in Appendix A.
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Table 9. Material Costs for a 25-kW 48-Cell battery (8.5-Ah Cells)
that Employs LiMn2O4 Spinel Cathode Cell Chemistry
25-kW Minimum-Power-Assist Battery
Quantity
Unit Cost
Cost, $

Type of Material
Cathode
Active material (LiMn2O4 spinel)
SFG-6
Carbon black
PVDF binder
NMP binder solvent
Anode
Active material (GDR)
Rubber binder
Aqueous solvent
Aluminum foil current collector
Copper foil current collector
Separator
Electrolyte (LiPF6 in EC:PC:DMC)
Total material cost

4.512 kg
0.282 kg
0.282 kg
0.564 kg
4.136 kg

$7.40/kg
$15.00/kg
$6.82/kg
$10.00/kg
$3.18/kg

33.39
4.23
1.92
5.64
13.15

2.092 kg
0.194 kg
1.426 kg
12.81 m2
14.22 m2
29.68 m2
2.54 L

$10.00/kg
$6.00/kg
0.00/kg
$1.00/m2
$2.00/m2
$2.00/m2
$16.00/L

20.92
1.17
0.00
12.81
28.43
59.39
40.56
221.58

Table 10. Cost Estimates for Winding Materials in Power-Assist HEV
Batteries that Employ Three Different Positive Electrode Materials

Cell Chemistry
LiNi0.8Co0.15Mn0.05O2
15.4-Ah cells
24.7-Ah cells
LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2
13.8-Ah cells
22.2-Ah cells
Li1+xMn2-xO2
8.5-Ah cells
13.7-Ah cells

C-Rate Limit

Cell Winding Material Cost, $
25-kW Battery
40-kW Battery

15
15

399
--

-641

15
15

300
--

-479

30
30

222
--

-353

Figure 3 shows that switching to a spinel cathode system significantly modifies the
distribution of the material costs. Due to the higher power density (mW/cm2) of the spinel
system, the electrode area can be reduced and the significance of the separator is reduced.
Although the cost of the positive electrode active material is much lower for the spinel ($7.40/kg
vs. $13.00), a larger quantity (mass and volume) of spinel is needed because of its lower capacity
density. Correspondingly, more positive electrode conductive carbon additive and more binder
are needed. So, with other material costs being reduced, the cost of the conductive additive and
the binder become significant for the spinel system.
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It should be noted that our evaluations indicate that the use of new salts that are more
stable than LiPF6 offer promise for helping to resolve the Mn2+ dissolution problem with
LiMn2O4 spinel cathodes. Also, some of these new more stable salts (e.g., LiBOB) appear to
offer some cost reductions relative to the LiPF6 salt. Therefore, ANL recommends that the
FreedomCAR Partnership place a high priority on the development of a low-cost, stable
LiMn2O4 spinel-cathode-based cell chemistry.

Materials Cost Breakdown
Next Generation, 13.8-Ah Cell
$6.26 Total

(a)

16%

16%

Positive Active Material
Positive Carbon and Binder

7%

Negative Active Material
Negative Binder

10%

29%

1%
7%

Positive Current Collector
Negative Current Collector
Separator

14%

Electrolyte

Materials Cost Breakdown
Spinel, 8.5-Ah Cell
$4.62 Total

(b)

15%

18%

Positive Active Material 15%
Positive Carbon and Binder 11%

11%

Negative Active Material 9%
Negative Binder 1%

9%

27%
13%

1%
6%

Positive Current Collector 6%
Negative Current Collector 13%
Separator 27%
Electrolyte 18%

Figure 3. Cost Breakdown for Advanced Cell Chemistries in Cells Sized
for the Minimum-Power-Assist HEV Application. Advanced
chemistries (a) and (b) incorporate the LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2
cathode and the Li1+xMn2-xO4 spinel cathode, respectively.
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APPENDIX A. MATERIAL COSTS FOR 48-CELL 40-KW MAXIMUMPOWER-ASSIST HEV BATTERIES
Table A-1. Cost of Materials in Cell Windings of a 40-kW 48-Cell Battery (24.7-Ah cells)
That Employs the Gen 2 Cell Materials
40-kW Maximum Power-Assist Battery
Quantity
Unit Cost
Cost, $

Type of Material
Cathode
Active material (LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2)
SFG-6
Carbon black
PVDF binder
NMP binder solvent
Anode
Active material
PVDF binder
NMP binder solvent
Aluminum foil current collector
Copper foil current collector
Separator
Electrolyte (LiPF6 in EC:EMC)
Total material cost

7.707 kg
0.367 kg
0.367 kg
0.734 kg
5.383 kg

20.52/kg
15.00/kg
6.82/kg
10.00/kg
3.18/kg

158.15
5.51
2.50
7.34
17.12

5.143 kg
0.478 kg
3.504 kg
34.18 m2
36.53 m2
74.77 m2
5.01 liters

15.00/kg
10.00/kg
3.18/kg
1.00/m2
2.00/m2
2.00/m2
20.00/L

77.15
4.78
11.14
34.18
73.07
149.54
100.14
640.61

Table A-2. Cost of Materials in Cell Windings of a 40-kW 48-Cell Battery (22.2-Ah cells)
That Employs Lower-Cost Anode and Cathode Materials
40-kW Maximum-Power-Assist Battery
Quantity
Unit Cost
Cost, $

Type of Material
Cathode
Active material (LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2)
SFG-6
Carbon black
PVDF binder
NMP binder solvent
Anode
Active mMaterial
Rubber binder
Aqueous solvent
Aluminum foil current collector
Copper foil current collector
Separator
Electrolyte (LiPF6 in EC:PC:DMC)
Total material cost
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5.859 kg
0.366 kg
0.366 kg
0.732 kg
5.371 kg

13.00/kg
15.00/kg
6.82/kg
10.00/kg
3.18/kg

76.17
5.49
2.50
7.32
17.08

5.004 kg
0.465 kg
3.409 kg
32.25 m2
34.51 m2
70.67 m2
4.67 liters

10.00/kg
6.00/kg
0.00/kg
1.00/m2
2.00/m2
2.00/m2
16.00/L

50.04
2.79
0.00
32.25
69.01
141.34
74.79
478.78

Table A-3. Cost of Materials in Cell Windings of a 40-kW 48-Cell Battery (13.7-Ah cells)
That Employs Spinel Positive Electrodes and Low-Cost Anode Materials
40-kW Maximum-Power-Assist Battery
Quantity
Unit Cost
Cost, $

Type of Material
Cathode
Active material (LiMn2O4)
SFG-6
Carbon black
PVDF binder
NMP binder solvent
Anode
Active material
Rubber binder
Aqueous solvent
Aluminum foil current collector
Copper foil current collector
Separator
Electrolyte (LiPF6 in EC:PC:DMC)
Total material cost
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7.275kg
0.455 kg
0.455 kg
0.909 kg
6.669 kg

7.40/kg
15.00/kg
6.82/kg
10.00/kg
3.18/kg

53.83
6.82
3.10
9.09
21.21

3.320 kg
0.308 kg
2.261 kg
20.66 m2
22.55 m2
46.68 m2
4.03 liters

10.00/kg
6.00/kg
0.00/kg
1.00/m2
2.00/m2
2.00/m2
16.00/L

33.20
1.85
0.00
20.66
45.11
93.37
64.43
352.67

APPENDIX B. MANUFACTURING COST ANALYSES FOR
LITHIATED METAL OXIDE MATERIALS
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